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The Biggest Peak Project in History

Anniversary Basecamp: Starshaped ascent of the Jungfrau
Peaks Collection: Showing solidarity
Mountainside Fashion Show: The first climbing skirt
Technical Hardware: Vertical innovation
www.mammut.ch

Mammut – Worldwide Partner of IFMGA

The Biggest Peak Project in History

Leave your tent, get set, go!
Mammut is going to be 150 years old. Instead of celebrating this anniversary with coffee and cake, Mammut is inviting outdoor enthusiasts from
all over the world to the planet’s most beautiful mountains: 150 teams are
climbing 150 mountain peaks. The curtain-raiser took the form of an ascent
of the Jungfrau from different directions with the largest base camp ever
assembled. And there were many famous names playing an active role.
Equipped with the new Peaks Collection and led by certified IFMGA mountain guides, the teams experienced an adventure of a lifetime but also built
on essential values, such as solidarity and teamwork.

100
Years of the Jungfrau railway: On
February 21st, 1912, the miners broke
through the end of the tunnel, saw the
sky above the Jungfraujoch and
achieved one of the greatest triumphs
of modern engineering.
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150
Years of Mammut: Kaspar Tanner laid
the foundations of the company in 1862
with the establishment of his traditional
rope work in Dintikon near Lenzburg.
Nowadays, Mammut is a globally active
business offering innovative products
to outdoor and mountain sports enthusiasts.

200
Years since the first ascent of the
Jungfrau: On August 3rd, 1811, the brothers
Johann Rudolf and Hieronymus Meyer, and
their guides conquered the mountain starting from the Lötschental. Today, climbers
ascend a very similar route as the historic
ascent. This historic route is almost exactly
the same as the normal route used today.
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Fujiyama Jacket Women
Modern design based on a climbing rope |
100 % functionality with a contemporary
feel | Innovative color blocks | 2 different
color schemes

01

Diagonal 2-way
front zip

02

Splash-proof
2-way
underarm zip

03

Jungfraujoch
3471 m | Bernese Alps | Switzerland

The Anniversary Book
To celebrate its 150th anniversary,
Mammut is issuing a collection of
150 mountaineering and outdoor
sport stories by wellknown authors. The
history and future
of mountain sports
are illustrated in this
unique volume of
photos and texts.

04

2 backpack-compatible
zip-up pockets

05

3-layer GORE-TEX® Pro
Shell®

06

Light and space-saving
to pack

Pre-shaped sleeves
with Velcro closures

Summit meeting of sport,
politics and economics.
Famous names on mountain slopes: Leading international mountaineers and
well-known personalities from the world of sport, politics and economics
took part in the starshaped ascent of the Jungfrau. This climb represented
the start of Mammut’s 150th anniversary celebration. And what mountain
could be better suited to such an event as the Jungfrau which was climbed
for the very first time 200 years ago?

A window of good weather appeared in the morning. So it was up out of the sleeping bags, have breakfast,
pack lunch and form the rope teams. The teams then set off on the route via the Rotbrett, Rottal and southeast ridge; led by distinguished mountain guides such as Dani Arnold and Stephan Siegrist. Between 7 and
8.30 a.m., in perfect conditions, all the rope teams reached the summit, including two teams wearing the
historical clothes worn by the original pioneers.
Mammut does not just want to celebrate, it also wants to help. 1% of the profits from the Anniversary Book
and the Peaks Collection will be donated to projects in emerging nations such as Kyrgyzstan and Peru. This
will help to provide sound training and modern equipment for mountain guides. As a partner of the International Federation of Mountain Guide Associations (IFMGA), Mammut is supporting local mountain guides.
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The Biggest Peak Project in History

No, not 1811, but 2011!

Hurrah,yippee!

Undercover celebrities.

Enjoying the summit together.

It’s not only the sun that’s smiling.

Tasman Jacket Men
Wind-blocking, breathable SOFtech
material | 3 zip-up pockets | Zipped
underarm ventilation system

Redoubt Jacket Men
Robust and quick-drying exterior |
Fleecy soft and warm interior |
1 asymmetric chest pocket

Maudit Jacket Women
2-layer DRYtech jacket with nylon face |
2-way underarm zip for optimum ventilation |
3 zip-up pockets | 2-way front zip | Preformed sleeves with Velcro closures

Sajama T-Shirt Women
Polartec® Power Dry® | Close-fitting
design | Active moisture transport
prevents quick cool-down | Long front zip

Team spirit and solidarity on the mountain.

Mountaineering the old-fashioned way.

002/150
Nevado Pisco, 5,752 m, Peru
Mammut CEO Rolf Schmid and Mr. Mammut
from Peru, Renzo Moreno, complete the
climb and spend two hours on the summit.
www.mammut.ch/peakproject

Peaks Collection

Showing solidarity.
The biggest peak project in history deserves to have its own outfit.
The Peaks Collection stands for team spirit and solidarity. The
asymmetric designs and bold lines are particularly striking when worn
by several climbers in the same group. Just like a rope, the colors
and shapes interact. This emphasizes the mutual responsibility and
solidarity of a rope team in the mountains.

Gasherbrum Jacket Men
A real eye-catcher. The high-end jacket from our 150 peaks
anniversary collection! Featuring the ultimate mixture of highquality GORE-TEX® Pro Shell® and the new asymmetric design,
the Gasherbrum jacket is sure to become your
favorite item of clothing!
9.5 Swiss Rope
A limited anniversary edition of
the Swiss sports climbing rope.
Very good properties and optimal
handling thanks to the superDRY™
finish

Mamook GTX®
Base Fit® l Asymmetric lacing l Hybrid
shell l Motion Control® l Carbon insole l
Crampon-compatible
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Taranaki
Lightweight mountaineer’s backpack
fully equipped for alpine use | Narrow
lines and body-hugging fit for great
freedom of movement

06

Tailored, adjustable
hood

05

Light and space-saving
to pack

04

Underarm
ventilation with
spray-proof
2-way zip

03

Preformed
sleeves
with Velcro
closures

01

2-way
front zip

02

3 zip-up
front
pockets

Photo: Thomas Senf

Eiger Extreme

High-tech clothing.
The Eiger Extreme collection was developed to encourage peak
performance. The new collection offers exciting innovations and
high-quality equipment for using in mountainous terrain. And these
advances won’t weigh you down. Continuous developments have
helped to reduce the weight of many items even further.

GORE-TEX® Active Shell®
Clothing equipped with GORE-TEX®
Active Shell laminates is ideal for
one-day activities involving very high
levels of physical exertion. It is
specially designed to ensure extreme
breathability, and therefore offers
comfort with guaranteed lasting protection from water and wind.

Eiswand Zip Pull Light Men
Schneefeld Zip Pull Light Women
Lightweight fleece pullover made from
Polartec® PowerDry® | Ideal as a first layer |
Covered chin protector | High-cut collar

Eisfeld Pants Light Men
Extremely breathable schoeller® Soft Shell
pants | Robust, elastic Dryskin® material
with Cold Black technology

Nordwand TL
Complete range of technical
features | This full-gaiter boot
is the lightest in its category,
making it a perfect fit for the
Eiger Extreme range

Felsnadel Half-Zip Jacket Women
Extremely lightweight 3-layer
GORE-TEX® Active Shell® | Maximum
breathability | Reliable weather
protection | Innovative zip

Eismeer Pants Light Women
Extremely breathable schoeller® Soft
Vader Shell trousers | Robust, elastic Dryskin
material
with |Cold
Blackfür
technology
Sehr leichter
Tuber
Geeignet
Seile
von 7,5 bis 10,5 mm Durchmesser
ab CHF 35.–

Trion Nordwand 35
Weather-resistant, versatile, wellequipped and very robust alpine
backpack | Weatherproof thanks to
the roll-top lock and sealed seams

021/150
Osjecenica, 1,795 m, and
Klekovaca, 1,962 m, Bosnia
Community tour in Bosnia to a
mountain whose rock formations
look like a mammoth!
www.mammut.ch/peakproject

Kento Jacket Men
Weather protection jacket for reliable protection in high mountain
terrain | DRYtech™ stretch

Keiko Jacket Women
Fixed, adjustable hood | 2-way
underarm zip for optimum
ventilation

Shirko Jacket Men
Not a gram too much, thanks
to the new 3-layer GORE-TEX®
Active Shell® quality

Runbold Pants Men
Bi-elastic hiking and traveling pants
made from abrasion-resistant and
robust nylon material

Runje Pants Women
Bi-elastic, quick-drying hiking and
mountain pants | Made from tearresistant nylon

Consus Pants Men
Sporty, hard-wearing hiking pants |
Made from tear-resistant nylon with
carbon finishing
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Polartec® Power Stretch®
Pro™
Fashionable, abrasion-resistant
and extremely warm. The
Polartec® Power Stretch® Pro™
material used by Mammut is one
of the most abrasion-resistant
and warmest materials in this
category. Thanks to their special
design and nylon face, all
Aconcagua and Denali items are
extremely durable and therefore
perfect for demanding outdoor
activities.

In the mood for the mountains.
For total hiking enjoyment: Mammut clothing is compact, durable
and extremely comfortable to wear. Although lightweight, there
are no compromises in terms of quality. High-tech materials ensure
an optimum body temperature whatever the weather.

Aconcagua Hoody Women
Fashionable hoody in proven Polartec® Power
Stretch® Pro™ quality with a robust nylon face |
Light and robust with an optimum weight-to-heat
ratio, it is the ideal companion the whole year
round

Barb T-Shirt Women
Light Dri-release® material | Easy to look after,
quick drying and very
stretchy | UV protection
UPF 40+

Runje Bermudas Women
Bi-elastic hiking and traveling
shorts | Made from abrasionresistant nylon material | Many
spacious pockets | Quickdrying | Breathable

Sol Hat Women
Dependable sun protection
when on the move

Photo: Robert Bösch

Mountain Clothing

Climbing Clothing

For the vertical catwalk.
We all know that it is not just the difficulty rating that is important
when climbing. Time also plays a crucial role. But what about style?
Thanks to Mammut’s new climbing skirt, women climbers now make
a great impression on the cliffs when it comes to fashion as well.

The first climbing skirt – Refine Skort Women
With its fashionable climbing skirt, Mammut is presenting
a feminine look for the cliffs or climbing gym. Made from
highly stretchable material, featuring an antibacterial treatment and integrated shorts, this practical garment offers
the wearer maximum safety and freedom of movement to
support every climbing action.

01

Women’s Secret
Pocket: small
pocket for coins
or keys

skirt covers
02 The
the integrated

shorts on which
the leg loops of
the harness are
positioned

Microlayer Half-Zip Jacket Women
Ultra-lightweight, windproof and waterresistant nylon fabric | Extremely tearresistant and breathable | Easily stowed
in the chest pocket

Go-Far Hoody Men
The perfect hoody for a day in the
cliffs | Pleasantly warm thanks to
Polartec Thermal Pro®

Camie Pants Women
Climbing pants with excellent
anti-abrasion properties | Pleasant,
natural feel | Great freedom of movement | Quick drying

Ceredo Pants Men
Quick-drying climbing pants
made from nylon with elastane
and internal waistband adjustment
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Mindo Hat Women
For hot summer days. Light, airy linen/
cotton hat with UV protection

014/150
Castleton Tower, 2,029 m, USA
Impressive: participants with disabilities
including a wheelchair-bound climber
and an amputee join in the ascent.
www.mammut.ch/peakproject

Paz Cap
Cool, youthful cap for sport, leisure and
relaxation

Zion Original Headband
Perfect for practical use |
Whether as a cap, headband
or neckband, a small accessory that is very useful

Fight-Gravity Top Women
Sporty top with stabilizing insert
and a modern two-tone design
| Lightweight Dri-release® material, easy to care for and quick
drying | UV protection UPF 40+

Seile T-Shirt Men
T-shirt with soft cotton quality |
“Used-feel” print shows old
Mammut rope factory logo |
UV protection UPF 30+

Vader
Sehr leichter Tuber | Geeignet für Seile
von 7,5 bis 10,5 mm Durchmesser
ab CHF 35.–

Rumney Shorts Men
Climbing shorts made from a
combination of nylon and cotton |
The elastane in the fibers and
elastic insert provide freedom of
movement | Fast drying thanks to
the Quick Dry finish

Technical Hardware

Vertical innovation.
Innovation in the climbing world is not just a matter of functionality
or quality. Maximized weight reduction is equally important.
So, too, are production methods that preserve natural resources.
Which is why, for us, pants can become a climbing harness or
high-quality leftover material can be turned into high-tech ropes
with striking color variations.
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9.8 Transformer Rope
The 9.8 Transformer is made from transfer yarns,
high-quality leftover yarns which are usually disposed of unused due to their color variations. As
well as saving valuable resources, each meter of
the resulting rope has a unique design.

Accessory Cord – Transformer
The cord made of transfer yarn offers
excellent tear resistance coupled
with minimized stretching, easy tying
and outstanding durability
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Transformer Sling PA 16
Thanks to the use of high-quality
transfer yarns, this sling makes a
positive contribution to any user’s
ecological footprint
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Realization Shorts
The sports climbing harness has evolved –
Mammut’s Realization shorts are the first
to combine climbing harness and shorts.
The shorts offer top performance as both a
harness and an item of clothing: The shorts
are revolutionizing classic climbing harnesses
and introducing a completely new look in
climbing.

El Cap
Stylish climbing helmet with visor and
narrow design | With innovative 2K-EPS
core for maximum absorption and the
greatest possible safety

Togira Slide
Versatile all-rounder for women |
Special design ensures outstanding
comfort | 3 slide bloc buckles permit
a wide range of adjustments

Photo: Rainer Eder

018/150
Wiwannihorn, 3,001 m, Switzerland
The Community team took advantage
of the fine weather to embark
on a great tour on the Wiwannihorn.
www.mammut.ch/peakproject

MAMMUT IS A
BLUESIGN® MEMBER
In cooperation with bluesign® technologies AG,
Mammut is working to ensure that sustainability
is systematically monitored throughout the
supply chain. The main guiding principles
include not only health-related factors but also
the environment and safety.

Zephir Altitude
The important alpine features it incorporates make the Zephir
Altitude the perfect harness for all mountain activities | Can
be put on or taken off in seconds, even when wearing crampons | Extremely light weight with minimum packing volume

01

Click buckle
on hip belt

www.mammut.ch/cr

Ophir
Innovative two-part webbing design
for maximum freedom of movement |
Outstanding comfort | Low weight
and excellent breathability

Zephir
Extremely light high-end sports climbing
harness for high performance on the
Vaderin a modern sporty design with
rocks
Sehr leichter
Tuber | Geeignet
für Seile
innovative
split-webbing
technology
von 7,5 bis 10,5 mm Durchmesser
ab CHF 35.–

03

Dyneema® leg loop
construction reduces
weight and provides
outstanding strength

02

Mammut split webbing
for great breathability
and outstanding
comfort

005/150
Skywalker 2
Classical mountaineering helmet offering a comfortable fit | The adjustment wheel allows the helmet to be
adapted quickly using just one hand
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05

Ophir 4 Slide
Comfortable, breathable climbing
harness with two-part webbing
technology | Individually adaptable in
seconds using the 4 slide bloc buckles

Trovat Glove
Get there in style. Thanks to the
Trovat Glove, hands are ideally
protected during via ferrata climbs.

Punta di Lago Scuro
Adamello, 3,166 m, Italy
Mission accomplished: the
team of journalists and
scientists see the critical
condition of the Presena
Glacier for themselves.
www.mammut.ch/
peakproject

Photo: Robert Bösch

Via Ferrata

Safe whatever happens.
For outstanding via ferrata safety. The next generation of proven
Mammut Tec Step sets incorporates the latest safety research
findings. The risk of injury is reduced thanks to the optimized brake
force curve and lower impact force. Mammut Tec Step sets now
respond even more gently and protect the body while braking the fall.

Mammut Tec Step – the next
step to greater safety
Extensive testing has shown
that only a low impact force
over a long braking path
permits the braking forces
necessary to protect the body.
This is exactly what is achieved
using the Mammut Tec Step
sets with their forward-looking,
two-stage brake force curve.
This equipment guarantees the
great safety and peace of mind
necessary for real via ferrata
enjoyment.
Tec Step Classic
Tec Step set with smooth-functioning, ergonomic, classic quick-locking
carabiners

Tec Step Bionic
This Tec Step set incorporates two
high-quality Bionic via ferrata
Vader
carabiners which can be locked
Sehr
Geeignet für Seile
usingleichter
the ballTuber
of the| thumb
von 7,5 bis 10,5 mm Durchmesser
ab CHF 35.–

Tec Step Bionic Turn
A variant of the Tec Step Bionic with
swivel joint to prevent the elastic
lanyards from rotating

Backpacks

The record backpack.
Mammut has the right backpack for every situation. Without exception. The
Lithium Z is among the lightest ever backpacks for everyday use, for hiking
and, of course, for climbing. A fact greatly appreciated by Dani Arnold when
setting a new record time for climbing the North Face of the Eiger in under
two and a half hours – with a Lithium Z on his back.

006/150
Muztagh Ata, 7,509 m, China
Editors from “Skitour-Magazin” conquer
the Muztagh Ata and report on the trip
in a skitourmagazin.de special feature.
www.mammut.ch/peakproject

Lithia Z
Technical, multifunctional women’s
backpack with all-round zip,
designed to minimize weight
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Lithium
Technical backpack with flap buckle
for all kinds of outdoor sports where
light weight and speed count

Crea Light
The ideal hiking backpack for
women, a lightweight with a strong
reputation | Its excellent ventilation
is revolutionary

Trion Pro
Mammut’s alpine masterpiece |
The very best materials, finishing
and handling

Photo: Thomas Ulrich

06

2 front zip-up
pockets

05

Mesh side
pockets

04
Lithium Z
Technical, multifunctional backpack
with all-round zip, designed to minimize
weight and ensure a stable fit

Trion Guide
A robust all-round backpack for
mountain tours | A variety of packing
options for equipment | Outstanding
wearing comfort | Built for year-round
use

Trion Alpinist
Trion Alpinist is a very robust backpack | Very easy to use thanks to its
stitched-in single-buckle flap | The
flat base helps it to stand upright

Stowable
pole carrier

Trea Element
Women’s lightweight mountaineer’s
backpack fully equipped for alpine
use | The narrow lines and bodyhugging fit are specially designed
for the female figure

01

Suspension system
with distributed mesh
padding supports,
mesh shoulder straps
for good ventilation

02

Reflective
straps

03

3D Air-Mesh hip
belt with pockets
in the 15 and
20-liter versions

Trion Element
Lightweight mountaineer’s backpack
fully equipped for alpine use

01

Easy-to-adjust
headband

06

1 HiFlux LED,
2 definition LED

05

Boost mode with
incredible 70-meter
range

X-Shot
Multifunctional headlamp for
demanding mountaineers | Very
high light values and four levels of
brightness ensure perfect vision
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02

03

04

T-Trail
From camping, to hiking and night
bouldering, weighing in at just 72 g,
this headlamp always provides sufficient light

Innovative optics for
excellent light output

Double-click function
to prevent accidental
switching on

Battery indicator

T-Base
The small and extremely lightweight
T-Base is an essential item in any
backpack, suitcase or pocket

T-Peak
The T-Peak is perfect for alpine
pursuits or fast endurance
sports | Thanks to its innovative
optics, this small, lightweight
device offers excellent light
output

Ambient Light Dry Bag
Simply attach to a headlamp to create
pleasant diffused light for cooking or
reading and the romantic ambiance
of an evening under canvas

Photo: Stefan Schlumpf

Sleeping bags | Mats | Headlamps

Let night fall.

High-quality sleeping bags, mats and headlamps are just as much a part of
a truly safe set of equipment as are the right ropes and boots. Because only
after a good night’s sleep are you able to perform at your best and excel in
critical situations. Despite their excellent thermal properties, Mammut sleeping
bags are extremely light. So you can relax and dream of reaching the summit.

015/150
Cerro Kishtwar, 6,155 m, India
The Mammut Proteam with Stephan
Siegrist, David Lama and Denis Burdet
make the first ascent of the “Yoniverse”
route.
www.mammut.ch/peakproject

Ajungilak Alpine 3-Season
The synthetic variant of the Sphere
Alpine models excels as the lightest
sleeping bag of its class

Ajungilak Sphere Alpine Summer
Makes sleeping outdoors easy |
At just 400 g, it is one of the lightest
down sleeping bags on the market

Light Pump Mat
Can be inflated in seconds to
provide ease of use and sleeping
comfort

Ajungilak Sphere Spring
Weighing just 650 g, a comfortable lightweight sleeping bag for
temperatures down to freezing

King Size Pump Mat
Large, warm and comfortable |
This mat is ideal for long nights
in the base camp

Light Pump Mat Winter
With body-mapping technology
and integrated safety zone, this
mat is suitable for winter use and
insulates even when damaged

Footwear Mountaineering | Backpacking

In the footsteps
of the professionals.

To mark its anniversary, Mammut is presenting footwear for
the 150 peak tours in the form of a new, updated version
of the Monolith GTX®. This very comfortable, lightweight
mountaineering and trekking boot which is compatible with
certain crampons combines the very best of GORE-TEX®
and vibram® functionality. The asymmetrical Peaks colors
perfectly match the other items in the collection.

01
08

Motion Control

07

Hybrid
shell

Elastic GORE-TEX®
tongue construction

®

02
03

3-zone
lacing

Monolith GTX®
Lightweight, crampon-compatible mountaineering and
trekking boot featuring a wide
range of integrated technology.
Elastic GORE-TEX® tongue
construction

Base Fit®

04

Asymmetric
lacing
cyan-black

06

Board
lasting

05

Compatible with
certain crampons

anthracite-black

grey-cherry

010/150

Dachstein, 2,995 m,
Austria
Mammut employees
launch the project in
Austria and celebrate
on the summit of the
Dachstein.
www.mammut.ch/
peakproject
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Mt. Cascade GTX®
Elastic GORE-TEX® tongue construction | Base Fit® | Asymmetric lacing |
Protective rubber border | Board lasting |
Compatible with certain crampons

Chilkoot GTX® Men
Base Fit® | Rolling Concept® | Memo
foam | Polyamide (PA) strap lacing |
Liquid-rubber protection | Board lasting

White Rose GTX® Women
Base Fit® | Motion Control® | Rolling
Concept® | Memo foam | Foot
mapping | PD cage | Board lasting

Photo: Robert Bösch

White Rose GTX® Women
Comfort and technology. Lightweight, stable mountain boot
with a secure grip which ensures comfortable feet thanks
to its waterproof GORE-TEX® lining. Its simple appearance
conceals a wide range of technical surprises.

01

Pacific Crest LTH Men
Base Fit® | Motion Control® |
Rolling Concept® | Memo foam |
Foot mapping | PD cage | Board
lasting

Mt. Centry GTX® | Mt. Centrina GTX®
Base Fit® | Asymmetric lacing | Raised
rubber rand | Mammut® SD footbed |
Vaderlasting | Compatible with some
Board
Sehr leichter Tuber | Geeignet für Seile
crampons
von 7,5 bis 10,5 mm Durchmesser
ab CHF 35.–

07

Motion
Control®

06

PD cage

05

Rolling Concept®

Memo foam

02

Base Fit®

03

04

Siluette GTX® Women
Base Fit® | Rolling Concept® | Memo foam |
Polyamide (PA) strap lacing | Liquid-rubber
protection | Board lasting

Board
lasting

Foot
mapping

022/150
Peleaga Peak, 2,509 m, Romania
The Mammut Community Team set off in perfect
conditions and reached the objective at 2,500 m
15 hours later.
www.mammut.ch/peakproject
Nova Advanced GTX® Women
Rolling Concept® | Memo foam | Scale technology |
Liquid-rubber protection | Board lasting | Multi-day
hikes | Trekking | Hiking | Traveling

01

Memo
foam

02
Teton GTX®
Rolling Concept® | Memo foam | Capricorn
technology | Polyamide (PA) strap lacing |
Liquid-rubber protection | Board lasting

Mercury Advanced GTX® Men
Rolling Concept® | Memo foam | Scale
technology | Liquid-rubber protection |
Board lasting

Nova GTX® Women
Rolling Concept® | Memo foam | Scale
technology | Frog technology | Liquidrubber protection | Board lasting |
Mammut® DC footbed

Redburn
Base Fit® l Rolling Concept® l gripex™
Cougapproach sole l Elastic tongue
construction
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05

Rolling
Concept®

04

Scale
technology

03

Liquid-rubber
protection

Board
lasting

Photo: Robert Bösch

Footwear Hiking | Multifunction

At home everywhere.
When hiking or trekking, no two routes are the same. But there are boots that
can cope with any surface. The latest generation of multifunction boots are even
lighter than their predecessors and combine innovative technologies with modern
design.

Swiss Irontrail
201 km, 11,500 metres of altitude,
from Pontresina to Chur:
A challenge for alpine runners!
www.mammut.ch/irontrail
MTR React Women
Base Fit® | Single-shell construction | Foot mapping | Memo foam | Rolling Concept® | Asymmetric lacing | Speed lace system | Kevlar protection
| PU shock absorber | Stone shield | Cushioning
Strobel design

01

MTR Remote
Base Fit® | Single-shell construction |
Foot mapping | Memo foam | Rolling
Concept® | Hybrid shell | 3D textile |
Asymmetric lacing
Shavano
Rolling Concept® | Asymmetric lacing |
Liquid-rubber protection | gripex™
outsole technology

Claw GTX®
Base Fit® | Rolling Concept® | Reptilia
technology | 360° heel support | Torsion
reinforcement | LP lace

Apex
Base Fit® | Rolling Concept® | Hybrid
shell | Reptilia technology l Flex heel |
Vader
system
SehrSpeed
leichterlace
Tuber
| Geeignet für Seile
von 7,5 bis 10,5 mm Durchmesser
ab CHF 35.–

06

Memo foam

gripex™
Iguana
sole

05

02

Speed lace
system

Single-shell
construction

03

Base Fit®

04

Asymmetric
lacing

Foto: Robert Photo
Bösch: Robert Bösch
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Umfangreiches Testmaterial inklusive
Neben der Sicherungsausrüstung erhalten
alle Teilnehmer der Highlight-Programme
leihweise ein umfangreiches Testpaket aus
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